Unveiling orbital coupling at the CoPc/Bi(111) surface by \textit{ab initio} calculations and photoemission spectroscopy
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The interfacial electronic structures of cobalt phthalocyanine adsorbed on a semimetal Bi(111) surface have been systematically investigated herein. Our study first indicates that the CoPc molecule is quite sensitive to the adsorption site on the relatively inert Bi(111) surface. Secondly, apparent change of the electronic structures of CoPc has been revealed upon adsorption as compared to that in the gas phase, due to the orbital coupling between the cobalt partial empty state and the surface state from the bismuth substrate and interfacial charge transfer. Interestingly, the local magnetic moment is still retained for the adsorbed CoPc molecule on the diamagnetic Bi(111) surface, which is different to that on other noble metal substrates. Analysis of the charge density difference and the Bader charge provides evident insight on the mechanism of interfacial charge transfer which is chiefly mediated by the central Co atom and the weak vdW dispersion between the π-conjugated macrocyclic ligand and the bismuth substrate, as further confirmed by experimental XPS results. In the end, our report may provide an appealing route towards the fundamental understanding and reliable engineering of interfacial interactions between magnetic and semimetal nanostructures.

1 Introduction

Self-assembly of organic molecules on solid surfaces has been demonstrated as an efficient approach in manufacturing low dimensional nanostructures with appealing applications in nanoelectronic devices, due to its superior capabilities such as well-controlled, tailor-made properties and diverse functionalities. Among the large variety of organic complexes, the family of phthalocyanines (Pcs) is one of the most frequently investigated π-conjugated organic materials, largely attributed to their high thermal and chemical stability, as well as the propensity to form well-ordered thin films on various surfaces. Consequently, a broad range of applications have been proposed for Pcs in the field of molecule electronics, for example in light-emitting diodes, field effect transistors, and photovoltaic cells. Regarding application, however, a crucial issue still remains that the device’s performance is critically dependent on the interactions between Pc molecules and metal electrodes/substrates, since the physical and chemical properties of the adsorption complex on a certain substrate are governed by the corresponding interface interaction.\textsuperscript{7,12,13} Cobalt phthalocyanine (CoPc), as a typical 3d transition-metal phthalocyanine (TMPCs), has also attracted considerable attention in the past owing to its partial empty Co 3d orbitals and magnetic properties (the molecule structure is shown in Fig. 1a).\textsuperscript{14,15} Previous studies have showed that the electric structure and magnetic

Fig. 1 (a) Ball-and-stick model of the CoPc molecule. (b) Schematic drawing of four high-symmetry absorption sites on the Bi(111) surface: top, hcp, fcc and hollow sites. The unit cell of bismuth substrate is indicated by pink dashed line, (c) side view of the top-site adsorption with the lowest absorption energy from DFT calculation, and (d) the top view.
property of CoPc can be flexibly modulated when absorbed on various substrates\textsuperscript{5,12,15,17} and the modulation mechanism mostly derives from interfacial orbital hybridization and charge transfer associated with the central Co\textsuperscript{2+} ion and surface adatoms. For instance, CoPc (as well as other TMPcs) is regarded as a representative prototype for Kondo effect studies.\textsuperscript{18-20} As reported by Zhao et al., the manipulation of Kondo effect of CoPc molecule can be achieved through the tuning of chemical bonding between CoPc adsorption and the Au(111) substrate.\textsuperscript{20} Despite considerable investigations have been dedicated to the growth of MPcs on various substrates experimentally and theoretically,\textsuperscript{1,8,12-14} however, less attention has been paid to the exploration of MPc/semimetal interface in the past. Besides, previous scarce reports mainly concentrate on the morphology investigation of MPc on semimetal surface,\textsuperscript{3,35} while a systematic exploration of the interface electronic structures is still missing. In fact, bismuth (Bi), as one of the most studied semimetal elements, has exhibited fantastic characters, for example, the Bi(111) or Bi(110) surface with significant spin–orbit coupling have been served as the ideal platform in the exploration of topological properties.\textsuperscript{36,37} Hence, it will be interesting to study the CoPc/Bi(111) system as a typical prototype to gain insight in the organic–semimetal framework. In our previous work,\textsuperscript{28} the adsorption of CoPc on a Bi(111) surface has been investigated mainly by photoemission spectroscopy and it is identified that the interfacial charge transfer occurring from the bismuth substrate to the central Co atom leads to the strong molecule–substrate interaction, even in the case of a relatively invert substrate. Detailed information concerning the adsorption configuration, interfacial electronic structures and the precise molecule–substrate interaction mechanism, however, are still missing, which meantime are of key importance to the fundamental understanding and engineering of the delicate interaction in magnetic/semimetal heterostructures.

Herein, a comprehensive study is performed for the adsorption of CoPc molecule on a Bi(111) surface, mainly concerning the adsorption configuration, interfacial electronic structures and the mediating mechanism of molecule–substrate interaction by means of \textit{ab initio} calculations and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Notably, recent theoretic studies suggest that van der Waals (vdW) interactions may play a key role in the MPC/metal adsorption systems and the calculation results are well coincident with experiment data only if van der Waals interaction effect is considered.\textsuperscript{15,16,21-23} Indeed, considering the \(\pi\)-conjugated macrocyclic ligand of CoPc as well as the weak interaction when adsorbed on a Bi(111) surface, one can expect that the vdW interactions would be more obvious for the CoPc/Bi(111) system as compared to the case of MPC adsorbed on other relatively active metal surfaces. Consequently, herein, the vdW interaction has been taken into account. Nevertheless, the selection of proper vdW-corrective method is still a crucial issue under debate. Several semi-empirical dispersion-correction schemes have been utilized in MPC/metal adsorption systems, such as DFT-D2 method of Grimme\textsuperscript{39} applied to the CoPc/Cu(111) interface,\textsuperscript{12} Tkatchenko–Scheffler van der Waals correction method (DFT-TS)\textsuperscript{40} applied to the CoPc/Si(111)-B(+\text{3} × \text{3}) system.\textsuperscript{41} While Bi element is not included in the DFT-D2 function, limited reports in literatures makes it hard to judge whether the DFT-TS method is appropriate for the description of adsorption of CoPc on the Bi(111) surface, a new vdW-corrective approach, called the van der Waals density functional (vdW-DF), can obtain the dispersion interaction from the electron density directly.\textsuperscript{42} In fact, numerous investigations have shown that vdW-DF method and particularly its modified version vdW-DF2 (ref. 43) are capable of giving excellent descriptions of adsorbate–substrate interaction.\textsuperscript{44,45} Consequently, vdW-DF2 functional is proposed in this work to make a systematic study of the CoPc/Bi(111) interface.

2 Results and discussion

2.1. Adsorption configurations

Previous studies have shown that MPc molecules interacting with different metal substrates would result in various adsorption geometries and conformations, which can be further characterized by the adsorption site as well as the orientation of macrocyclic ligand on metal surfaces.\textsuperscript{15,16,21,23} Consequently, it has been devoted first to access the stable configuration for CoPc adsorbed on the Bi(111) surface. In total, four high-symmetry adsorption configurations have been constructed by placing the central Co atom of CoPc molecule on the top, hcp, fcc and hollow site, respectively, with respect to the first-layer bismuth atoms from substrate. The adsorption energy \(E_{\text{ad}}\) for the CoPc on the Bi(111) surface complex is calculated by the following definition:

\[
E_{\text{ad}} = E[\text{CoPc/Bi(111)}/C_0] - E[\text{CoPc}/C_0] - E[\text{Bi(111)}]
\]

where \(E[\text{CoPc/Bi(111)}/C_0]\) is the total energy of the adsorption system, \(E[\text{CoPc}/C_0]\) is the total energy of a free CoPc molecule, and \(E[\text{Bi(111)}]/C_0\) is the total energy of the Bi(111) substrate. Consequently, results of adsorption energies from different configurations for CoPc adsorbed on Bi(111) are listed in Table 1. In order to evaluate the reliability of our calculation results, adsorption energies from analogic systems (for example, CoPc on Ag(111)\textsuperscript{36} and CoPc on Au(111)\textsuperscript{36}) are also listed in Table 1 for comparison. As seen from Table 1, the adsorption energy for different adsorption configurations ranges from \(-2.39\) eV to \(-2.83\) eV, and all of them are obviously smaller than the situation of CoPc adsorbed on the Ag(111) or Au(111) surface. Different from noble metal surfaces such as Au(111) and

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Configurations} & \text{Bi}(111) & \text{Au}(111)\textsuperscript{a} & \text{Ag}(111)\textsuperscript{b} \\
\hline
\text{Top} & -2.83 & -4.833 & -5.89 \\
\text{hcp} & -2.42 & -4.734 & -5.85 \\
\text{fcc} & -2.39 & - & - \\
\text{Hollow} & -2.49 & - & - \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\textsuperscript{a} Calculated with PBE functional and DFT-D2 from ref. 22. \textsuperscript{b} Obtained from optB86b-vdW functional from ref. 16.
Ag(111), semimetal Bi is relatively inert, indicating a rather weak molecule–substrate interaction in consistent with previous STM reports.35

From the energy point of view, it can be seen that the top configuration is the most stable adsorption site with the adsorption energy of $-2.83 \text{ eV}$, suggesting that the CoPc molecule is favored to be arranged at the top site. Interestingly, it is also notable that the adsorption energy for top site is lower by about 0.44 eV than the rest three configurations, which is apparently different from the CoPc/Ag(111) and CoPc/Au(111) adsorption system, for example, where the adsorption energy for top and hcp configurations is almost same, indicating that the atomic structure/properties of noble metal may hardly influence the adsorption behaviors of MPC molecules. To this point, we propose that, in the weak-interacting CoPc/Bi(111) system, molecules would be more sensitive to the choice of adsorption site at the interface. More precisely, it seems that the interaction between the Co 3d-orbitals and the Bi(111) surface would affect the adsorption configurations in turn. Consequently, we will choose the top site as the most stable configuration to investigate the interfacial electronic properties in the following.

### 2.2. Interfacial electronic structures

First, spin-polarized projected density of states (PDOS) on the central Co atom and the Pc ligand from CoPc in gas phase and adsorption configuration (top site) are presented, respectively, as well as the PDOS from bismuth substrate in Fig. 2 to intuitively identify the influence of adsorption on interfacial electronic structures. Comparing the PDOS difference of Co atom in gas phase and adsorption form as illustrated in Fig. 2a, one can easily find that the pristine density of states close to the Fermi level from Co atom in gas-phase CoPc have been changed significantly after deposition. One remarkable difference is the disappearance of electronic state with spin-down characteristic at 0.2 eV above the Fermi level, which is attributed to the lowest unoccupied molecule orbitals (LUMO) mostly contributed from the Co atom according to DFT calculations. In fact, analogous behavior has also been reported in the CoPc/Ag(111) adsorption system by Baran et al.,34 which was manifested as a direct charge transfer from substrate surface states to the LUMO of adsorbed CoPc. Since the top configuration of CoPc/Bi(111) has been already confirmed as the preferred adsorption site previously due to its lowest adsorption energy, it can be deduced that the overlap between the unoccupied LUMO orbital of CoPc and surface states from Bi substrate would be maximized when the Co atom is precisely placed above the Bi atom. Such mixing is akin to the charge transfer, leading to modifications in the alignment of orbital levels.46 Interestingly, the transformation of polarization is also found regarding on the Co ion after adsorption, from being pristinely spin-polarized37 to being non-spin-polarized. It should be emphasized that such transformation is not thorough. As observed from PDOS of Co atom in Fig. 2a, the spin-up and spin-down states at $-0.7 \text{ eV}$ below $E_F$ are not completely symmetric, which may imply the incomplete depolarization transformation of the pristine spin-polarized states. Such phenomenon is apparently different from previous reports of CoPc/Au(111),29 CoPc/Cu(111)35 and CoPc/Ag(111) systems,44 where the PDOS of Co ion have turned into non-polarized completely after adsorption.

Regarding on the PDOS of Pc ligand as displayed in Fig. 2b, the peak at around $-0.1 \text{ eV}$ below the Fermi level can be easily identified as the highest occupied molecule orbital (HOMO) contributed by the π-orbital of macrocyclic ligand. Notably, the state has been shift by about 0.6 eV further away from the Fermi level after adsorption, while the rest states around Fermi level have also been shift in a similar way. Considering the difference of Fermi level between the CoPc molecule and the Bi(111) substrate, such shift is can be explained as the Fermi level pinning and consequently, changes of PDOS of Pc ligand in Fig. 2b are not so obvious except the varying of intensity, suggesting that the electronic structures of Pc ligand are less affected by the adsorption.

Moreover, changes of the PDOS induced by adsorption have also been distinguished from the substrate Bi atom, as depicted
in Fig. 2c. A sharp surface state from the clean bismuth substrate can be easily identified around the Fermi level, which is attributed to the Bi 6p orbitals and it gets quenched after adsorption with more features showing up below the Fermi level. The attenuation of bismuth surface state and the appearance of rich structures below \( E_F \) in the PDOS of Bi 6p orbitals after adsorption can therefore be proposed as a result of interfacial charge transfer and molecule–substrate interaction, whereas Bi atoms are supposed to donate electrons/charge to the adsorbed CoPc molecule. As a result, it can be drawn that electronic structures at the CoPc/Bi(111) interface strongly depend on coupling between the unoccupied LUMO of CoPc and the bismuth 6p orbital.

Furthermore, the projected density of states of Co atom from CoPc/Bi(111) interface on corresponding Co 3d orbitals are also displayed in Fig. 3, to unveil the molecule–substrate interaction and interfacial electronic structures in detail. Schematic sketch of the cobalt 3d orbital splitting to the \( D_{4h} \) tetragonal distortion in the CoPc molecule is also shown inset for easy illustration, and are classified by the magnetic quantum number \( m \). Since the \( d_{x^2-y^2} \) orbital is located far away above the Fermi level, its ability to attract electrons from substrate Bi atoms and the corresponding contribution towards the interfacial charge transfer can be ignored in principle. Similarly, previous STM experiments for 3d-metal Pd molecules also demonstrated that \( d_{x^2} \) orbitals couldn’t be directly imaged due to its faintest metal–metal interaction. Therefore, the LUMO contains a major Co \( d_{z^2} \) contribution, whereas the HOMO is \( d_{xy}/d_{yz} \) dominated.

Nevertheless, as seen in Fig. 3, behaviors of these orbitals are differential. The \( d_{z^2} \) orbital becomes non-polarized while the almost-degenerate orbitals \( d_{x^2} \) and \( d_{y^2} \) are still polarized, to some extent. A corollary to such abnormal polarization properties, which are obviously different from the observation of CoPc adsorbed on other metallic surfaces, may be ascribed to the weak interfacial interaction. At this stage, it can be concluded that the \( d_{z^2} \) orbital has the strongest coupling with the bismuth surface state along \( z \)-direction, since it is the most proximate frontier orbital around the Fermi level. Consequently, the partially empty \( d_{z^2} \) orbital preferentially accepts charge/electron transferred from the Bi 6p orbital, resulting in the original density of Co 3d\(_{z^2}\) states quenched. Given rise to the asymmetric density of states for \( d_{x^2}/d_{y^2} \) orbitals below the 3d\(_{z^2}\) orbital as shown in Fig. 3, local magnetic moments is still retained in the adsorbed CoPc molecule. Different to the adsorption on other noble metals with paramagnetic surfaces such as Ag or Cu, the magnetization of the Co atom in CoPc on Bi(111) is not completely destroyed by the influence of the bismuth diamagnetic surface, mostly due to the fact that the substrate 4s/5s electrons from Cu or Ag surface can magnetically screen the spin of Co atom of CoPc, while the bismuth 6p electrons cannot.

### 2.3. Interfacial charge transfer

In general, charge transfer is an important aspect of interfacial electric structures, which provides a beneficial approach to reflect the molecule–substrate interaction. To understand the role of Co atom in the interfacial interaction and the mechanism of charge transfer between CoPc molecule and Bi(111) surface, the charge density difference is then calculated using the following definition:

\[
\Delta \rho = \rho_{[\text{Bi}(111)/\text{CoPc}]} - \rho_{[\text{Bi}(111)]} - \rho_{[\text{CoPc}]}
\]

where \( \rho_{[\text{Bi}(111)/\text{CoPc}] \) is the total charge density of the Bi(111)/CoPc complex; \( \rho_{[\text{Bi}(111)]} \) and \( \rho_{[\text{CoPc}] \) are the charge density of the Bi(111) substrate and the CoPc molecule, respectively. Fig. 4a qualitatively displays the profile of calculated charge density difference for the CoPc/Bi(111) system, which shows a distinct indication of charge redistributions before and after the adsorption of CoPc molecules. Apparently, the accumulation and depletion of charge is mainly focused on the central Co atom in CoPc and the underneath Bi atom, respectively, indicating the occurrence of charge transfer is mainly from the bismuth atom to the Co atom. Such consequence can also be manifested as the maximum mixing/coupling between the empty Co 3d orbital (particularly its \( d_{z^2} \) state) with the underlying bismuth surface state (mainly contributed from Bi 6p), consistent well with the analysis of the PDOS in Fig. 3. Besides, as revealed from Fig. 4, there is also a slight charge transfer from substrate to the most peripheral carbon atoms (CB) in the benzene ring in CoPc. One conjecture to explain this behavior is that, the dipole effect induced by the vdW dispersion between the \( \pi \)-conjugated macrocyclic ligand and substrate gives rise to the charge redistributions at the interface. In the optimized structure of the CoPc/Bi(111) system, it is assuredly found that
the original macrocycle plane with $D_{4h}$ symmetry undergo a slight distortion with the Pc ligand warped downward due to the effect of vdW dispersion attraction.

In addition, Bader charge analysis has also been performed for the free CoPc molecule and adsorbed CoPc on the Bi(111) surface utilizing a program developed by Henkelman, Arnaldsson, and Jónsson. As seen in Fig. 4b, the Co atom obtained 0.21 [e] net charge in total, while the underneath Bi atom donate about 0.14 [e] and the neighboring Bi atoms also contribute certain electron donation, suggesting the reception of electron for sectional atoms (CB, Co and its underneath Bi atom), respectively.

Fig. 4 (a) Visualization of charge density difference upon adsorption. Color scale range is $5 \times 10^{-3} e/a_0^3$ with $a_0$ the Bohr radius. (b) A schematic drawing of the charge transfer for the top-site configuration of the CoPc/Bi(111) system. Black atoms represent the most peripheral carbon atoms (CB) in the benzene ring of CoPc, while red (blue) arrow and positive (negative) value represent the reception (lose) of electron for sectional atoms (CB, Co and its underneath Bi atom), respectively.

2.4. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

So far, theoretical electronic structures of the CoPc/Bi(111) system through DFT calculation has been acquired. In order to verify the our calculation results, the Co 2p core-level photoemission spectra was also measured to get deeper insight of the electronic structures for CoPc/Bi(111) system. As shown in Fig. 5, the evolution of the Co 2p$_{3/2}$ core-level at the CoPc/Bi(111) interface is depicted as a function of annealing temperature. For the convenient comparison, the Co 2p$_{3/2}$ XP spectrum for a thick CoPc film adsorbed on the Bi(111) surface was also recorded and present at the bottom of Fig. 5. According to previous reports, the major component located at 780.6 eV should be regarded as the characteristic of the Co(II) oxidation state, which arises from the original CoPc in gas phase. Interestingly, another intense peak is visibly recognized at the binding energy of 778.5 eV, which shall be attributed to the cobalt metal state (Co(0)). The emergence of Co metal state upon adsorption on Bi(111) herein can only be assigned to the interfacial charge transfer and the related molecule–substrate interaction, which make the original partial-empty Co 3d state (for example, the $d_{yz}$ orbital) filled and consequently, a new chemical state located at lower binding energy is resolved.

Fig. 5 XP spectrum of Co 2p$_{3/2}$ for thin CoPc film deposited on Bi(111) surface kept at RT followed by thermal annealing. Black dots: raw data; blue line: fitted Co(II) oxidation state; green line: fitted component with Co(0) state; orange line: the shake-up component associated to the Co(II) state. As a reference, a thick CoPc film was also prepared and recorded as shown in the bottom.
Moreover, an additional component at 782.6 eV is also resolved for both thin and thick CoPc film, which might be assigned to the shake-up peak associated with Co(n) oxidation state. At the initial annealing stage up to 373 K, no visible change of the spectrum is observed compared to that at RT, indicating that the Co 2p3/2 spectrum annealed to 373 K was still mainly dominated by the Co(n) component. With the annealing temperature continually rises to 573 K, however, the Co(n) component undergoes significant attenuation in intensity as well as its shake-up satellite. On the contrary, the Co(0) component gradually becomes predominant. It can also be now drawn that interfacial charge transfer and the molecule–substrate interaction gets greatly enhanced by thermal annealing, which enables more free Bi adatoms available from substrate and therefore promote the charge transfer to cobalt atoms. As generally reported, thermal annealing easily induce interfacial charge rearrangement and the self-assembly of organic molecules on metal substrates. In a word, the change of chemical state for the central cobalt ion from Co(n) to Co(0) depicted in the XPS spectra is a pronounced tendency that, the central Co atom accepted electrons donated from the Bi substrate, owing to its partially empty 3d orbital. Similar phenomenon has also been reported for the analogous systems of TMPcs on Ag and Au surfaces. Besides, the vanishing of shake-up satellite at 573 K is again another evident proof of the above-mentioned conclusion. In the case of multilayer coverage of CoPc at RT, the Co(n) component is fairly feeble, owing to the fact that the Bi surface primarily interacted with the Co atom only from the first-layer CoPc, and hardly have interaction with upper CoPc layers, where the cobalt ion is still maintained as in gas-phase with the pristine Co(n) state. In general, the XPS measurement delivers same message with the previous DFT calculations.

3 Materials and methods

3.1 DFT calculations

Ab initio calculations were performed based on density functional theory (DFT) by employing the VASP code with vDW-DF2 functional. The projector augmented wave (PAW) approach was used. By referring previous work on analogous systems, the kinetic energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis was set to 400 eV. The convergence criterion for electronic self-consistent relaxation is set to 10−5 eV. A rhombohedral slab was used to simulate the unit cell of the adsorption model, with a dimension of 22.74 Å × 22.74 Å × 20.96 Å including four layers of Bi(111) and 15 Å vacuum. As revealed from previous STM investigations of CoPc grown on Bi(111) surface, the first layer is flat-lying adsorbed on substrate surface. Thus, the isolated CoPc molecule was placed in the x-y plane with initial molecule–substrate distance of 3.5 Å. Moreover, four high-symmetry absorption configurations were considered by placing central Co atom at top, hcp, fcc and hollow sites as shown in Fig. 1b. During geometry optimization, the top layer of the substrate and the molecule were fully relaxed with a force convergence criterion of 0.05 eV Å−1. Only a single gamma point was used in all calculations for CoPc/Bi(111) because of the large number of atoms in the slab. In addition, the free MPc molecule was optimized within the same framework and its total energy was calculated with the same energy cutoff and convergence criteria as MPc/Bi(111).

3.2 Photoemission spectroscopy experiments

Photoelectron spectroscopy experiments were done under ultrahigh vacuum with the base pressure better than 2 × 10−10 mbar at room temperature (RT). XPS measurements were carried out in the lab using a monochromatic Al-Kα radiation (hv = 1486.6 eV), while the photon energy was calibrated by comparing the binding energy of Ta 4f peak and the metal Fermi level (E_F) from the sample holder. The Bi(111) substrate (Mateck) was cleaned prior to organic film deposition by cycles of Ar+ sputtering at 800 eV and post annealing to about 400 K. The CoPc molecule (Sigma-Aldrich) was thermally evaporated onto the Bi(111) surface from a temperature controlled evaporation cell after overnight outgassing, while the film thickness was estimated from a quartz microbalance calibrated by the intensity attenuation of XPS peak from Bi substrate.

4 Conclusion

We have presented a comprehensive study of the CoPc molecule adsorbed on a semimetal Bi(111) surface by means of ab initio method and photoemission spectroscopy. DFT calculations manifest that CoPc is quite sensitive to the adsorption site on the relatively inert Bi(111) surface and favours to adsorb on the top site due to the maximized orbital coupling between the partial empty Co 3d state from CoPc and the surface state (Bi 6p) from substrate. A comparison of PDOS for CoPc in gas-phase and the adsorption manner demonstrates that the change of interfacial electronic structures is mostly dominated by the central Co atom, particularly by its LUMO (namely the dxy state) while the Pc ligand seems to be less affected by the adsorption. Interestingly, our study reveals an incomplete transformation process of depolarization in CoPc after adsorption on the diamagnetic Bi(111) surface mainly contributed by the central Co atom. In the end, the schematic profile of charge density difference and quantitative Bader charge analysis points out that the mechanism of interfacial charge transfer is chiefly mediated by the Co atom in CoPc combining with the weak vDW dispersion between the π-conjugated macrocyclic ligand and substrate, as further confirmed by XPS study of the Co 2p3/2 core level. With a detailed investigation and convincing interpretation of the magnetic-molecule/semimetal complex, our report may be beneficial to the dedicated exploit of semimetal–organic devices based on such heterostructures.
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